
HOW TO WRITE A CONCLUSION FOR YOUR SPEECH

When preparing your speech, it's actually easier to write your introduction last, after . The conclusion of your speech
summarizes your purpose and main points.

In a speech on eating more vegetables, you could challenge your audience to increase their current intake of
vegetables by two portions daily. Your speech could even be spoken at a special event such as an awards
banquet, wedding or political event. The introduction is the first part of your speech that will ultimately set the
tone for the rest of your speech. In some speeches, you may be preceded by someone who will introduce you
to your audience. We have to recall the insight of President Abraham Lincoln, on the brink of Civil War and
fighting the near year long tradition of slavery in the United States dating back to George Washington and
Thomas Jefferson, who owned slaves. For this reason, everyone appreciates a poem, quote or story of
encouragement that gives them strength and courage. Conclude with Advice The next concluding device is
one that should be used primarily by speakers who are recognized as expert authorities on a given subject.
Summarizing all the main points in your speech template. For example, giving a eulogy at a funeral will have
a very different feel than a business presentation. Here are some more examples of immediate calls to action:
In a speech on eating more vegetables, pass out raw veggies and dip at the conclusion of the speech. You can
select a poem that is moving, dramatic, or emotional. In the previous sections we discussed the importance a
conclusion has on a speech. This evidence can be in the form of researched data, facts and figures, or even
personal anecdotes and references. A concluding device is essentially the final thought you want your
audience members to have when you stop speaking. In a speech on the importance of using hand sanitizer,
hand out little bottles of hand sanitizer and show audience members how to correctly apply the sanitizer.
Leaving a strong final impression is the most important aspect of the conclusion, but their are some other
necessary steps as well: Making a smooth transition from the body of the speech to the conclusion is crucial. It
is especially important to remember that the conclusion of your speech is not the time to introduce new points
or new supporting evidence; doing so will only confuse the audience. What do you want them to recall in the
days or weeks after your speech? If you have any final anecdotes or quotations to share that either drive home
a particular point or capture the theme of your speech, include it here. If you are giving a speech on the
development of video games for learning, you could conclude by depicting the classroom of the future where
video games are perceived as true learning tools and how those tools could be utilized. You might be giving an
informational speech about a specific topic. Restate the problem and provide your solution in two sentences. If
this is one of your first speeches, and the situation allows, you may want to write your complete body word for
word. When you shake hands with one person in the audience, many other people in the audience feel that you
are shaking their hands and congratulating them as well. They begin dragging the deer back to the truck by the
tail, but they keep slipping and losing both their grip and their balance. Often you can close with a story that
illustrates your key points and then clearly links to the key message that you are making with your speech.
Now an adult he is reminiscing about his lost adolescence. You may even want to write a version of your
thesis statement before you even begin conducting research for your speech in order to guide you. Repeat a
few keywords or phrases by using the rhetorical figure of speech repetition. You still have some editing and
creative choices ahead of you. Finally, since your introduction sets the tone for the rest of your speech,
preparing it word for word allows you to begin your speech with confidence. Learning Objectives Describe
how to craft a strong body for a speech that entertains, informs, or argues a point Key Takeaways Organize
your thoughts into a cohesive, logical flow of ideas. If the purpose of your speech is to argue, you may find
yourself using a combination of research and anecdotes to get your points across. As people see others
standing, they will stand as well, applauding the whole time. Different audiences will have different
backgrounds and knowledge, so you should keep your audience in mind when determining how to get their
attention. I will then explain the history of gender research in communication. Tell them. Outline Your
Agenda It is helpful for your audience to know about what you plan to speak.


